Cloud or On Premise
Talent Management

Interact HRMS Talent Overview
One single web-based platform for Competency based
Performance Management, Training Management, Career
Planning and Succession Planning.
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Executive Summary on Interact HRMS - Talent Management
Interact HRMS is a comprehensive and very powerful suite of modules which cover all aspects of HR,
Payroll, Time, Benefits, Talent and Risk Management in a single solution.
The Talent Management consists of multiple modules including
• Competency Management
• Performance Management
• Progress Reporting
• Training Management
• Training Evaluation
• Succession Planning
• Career Planning
When all the various modules are deployed, an organization will be able to cover all its core Talent
Management needs. The organization will be able to define its competency framework and configure it in the
application so that when employees put together their annual plan, it will consist not only of goals but also of
competencies which they will be measured on.
The competency management module allows the user to conduct a job analysis which will lead to a job
evaluation that shows which competencies are required at which level for a particular job. Once this is done,
employees can be evaluated based on the relevant competencies for their job. This information will give the
organization very powerful tools to find those that Best Fit a particular combination of competencies or find
employees who Match a Job's competency profile best.
As a result of a competency based performance appraisal, managers and other 360 degree evaluators may
find that the employee is lacking in certain required competencies. In that case, the system can recommend
those training courses which are already defined and setup to be a good fit to develop a certain competency
to a certain level. This means that based on the Gap Analysis which results from a competency evaluation,
specific training courses will be recommended and added to the training and / or career plan of an employee.
Whenever employees attend training, they can provide feedback on this training through the training
evaluation module, which can be configured to collect feedback on any matter or subject of the training as
well as the training institute, the trainer, the trainee, the content and much more.
Once detailed data is available and competency evaluations have been conducted for all employees, then
the organization will be in a good position to do meaningful succession planning. By defining critical
positions in the system and flagging them as needing a succession plan, the user can ensure that no critical
position is left unmonitored. Therefore a succession plan request will be defined for each critical position
which will include a shortlist of potential successors for that particular position. These successors will be
those in the organization who exhibit the correct competencies or at least come close and have the highest
score in terms of matching the competency profile for a particular position.
Employees who have been identified and shortlisted on the succession plan, will require more frequent
monitoring, a detailed career plan which includes any type of activities and may be saved to the competency
workbench where additional evaluations and appraisals will take place.
In addition to the formal appraisal process, Interact HRMS also supports ongoing progress reporting as well
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as a continuous feedback or quick feedback provided by the supervisor or advisor any time in the year.

List of Interact HRMS Modules

Budgeting, Recruiting, Hiring and Onboarding
1. Contract and Hiring Management
Human Resources Administration
2. Organization Management
3. Unified Employee Electronic Record
Self Service
4. Employee Self-Service
Talent Management
5. Job Classification
6. Competency Management
7. Training Management
8. Training Evaluation
9. Performance Management
10. Career Planning
11. Succession Planning
12. Progress Reporting
System Modules
13. System Manager
14. Web Services
15. Alerts Management
16. Workflow Management
Reporting and Analytics
17. KPI Dashboard
18. Reports Management
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Executive Summary
Interact HRMS is a unique solution in the global market of HRIS applications for a number of important
reasons:
1) Original Developer. All the software offered by 2Interact is originally developed and owned by
2Interact, which means support will be guaranteed and there is no risk of incompatibility of
versions or modules due to other software vendors' plans. 2Interact is in control of the entire
solution, even the hardware using biometric devices. The software industry is full of companies
who grew by acquisition and offer a clutter of unrelated products as if they were one solution.
2Interact is one of the few who developed everything themselves.
2) Global Design. All products of Interact HRMS are designed to support international functionality
and are not specific to any particular country. All functionality is configurable and payroll and tax
rules are policy based and parameter driven. Everything is available with full support for multicurrency and multi-language. Interact HRMS is already implemented in more than 35 countries
and will continue to extend its support for other countries through its alliance with implementation
partners around the world.
3) Seamless Integration.2Interact develops all of its products themselves, all modules are
seamlessly integrated by original design and there is no need for separate 'interfaces' to be
developed.
4) Shared Foundation. All functions in Interact HRMS work with the same underlying logic, same
look and feel, same intuitive processes and share workflow, alerts, reporting, self-service, HR
actions and of course the actual employee database, there's only one place to login to access
everything a user needs to know.
5) Cloud or On Premise. Interact HRMS solutions are designed for Cloud or On-Premise
deployment and are 100% pure internet applications. If ever a Cloud client decides to want to take
the software and database in-house this can be done by switching to an On-Premise model, which
is unique in the world of HRIS software providers.
6) Ease of Use. Interact HRMS is designed to provide enterprise functionality that remains easy-touse, easy-to-deploy and easy-to-learn because of the consistent user interface and the high
regard for best practices in the design of all the modules.
7) Customizability. If there are any unique requirements a client has, 2Interact can provide
customization (at a very competitive cost) as long as the features can be provided as generic new
functionality that can be included in the general build of the product so the client does not have a
unique version of the software but all clients use the same product.
8) Powerful Business Intelligence. Collecting massive amounts of data is not going to assist
leadership in making informed decisions unless this information is available when required and in
the format in which it is needed. Interact HRMS ships with more than 700 standard reports, each
of which has countless context-specific filters, can be exported to PDF, Excel and Word and is
subject to all standard security and access rights already defined for the various user groups so
that specific users can only obtain reports for the data sets & functionality for which they have
been authorized access. In addition, Interact HRMS has more than 100 Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) available out of the box on the KPI Dashboard for display in charts and graphs.
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Interact HRMS - Guiding Principles
Simplicity. Interact HRMS solutions are designed to be simple in everything they do. Whether your
needs are sophisticated or very basic, there is always a beautiful and simple way to deliver on them,
and that is what we strive for.
Ease-of-Use. Simplicity leads to Ease-of-Use. The biggest challenge in the industry is that enterprise
applications become so complex that users require constant training just to be able to perform regular
tasks. Our mission at 2Interact is to make sure that users of any level can quickly learn their specific
tasks and perform them on their own. Due to the powerful self-service capabilities, all transactions can
be performed by those users who are closest to the particular data (i.e. employees can fill in their
benefit enrollment forms, leave requests, training requests, address change, etc.) instead of having
this done by HR users.
No dual entry. Interact HRMS is designed as a modular but fully integrated solution, there is only one
database and one set of employees for which all functions are performed in the same system. This
means that there is no possible scenario in which data may be entered into the system and would
need to be re-keyed in afterwards by another user for another module. Anything that is entered into
Interact HRMS will automatically be available in all modules and for all users who are properly
authorized to access this.
Web Based application. Interact HRMS is a true web-based application, it is a Rich Internet
Application (RIA) of the new generation unlike most existing HR and Payroll solutions which were
developed in the 80s and 90s and carry with them a lot of legacy code underneath the (sometimes)
pretty web-interface. In the case of Interact HRMS, there's only one single way to access the
application: the browser. It doesn't matter whether you deploy On-Premise (in house) or in the Cloud
(hosted), you will be using the same product. Your payroll, your timesheets, your HR and everything
else is available 100% through a browser with absolutely no need for any type of remote connectivity
software.
Powerful interfaces. While Interact HRMS offers exceptional integration with its 85+ modules, there
will always be external vendors and solutions which clients may want to integrate with like Background
Check vendors, Benefit Carriers, government agencies etc. These interfaces are supported in Interact
HRMS using powerful built-in interface capabilities for Web Services, including HR-XML based Web
Services, as well as integration with APIs, import/export using CSV or Excel or specific formats as per
the Third Party vendor's requirements.
No Third Party. Most HRMS vendors will offer you a plethora of products many of which are not even
owned by the vendor. While it all sounds interesting and may look pretty, you soon find out that noone is really in charge once there is a problem. The product vendor doesn't own the source code and
can't fix it and in some cases you may even find out the third-party vendor is no longer happy with the
relationship and one day decides to drop the agreement and clients are left in the cold. This risk does
not exist when you purchase Interact HRMS since all the software we provide is owned by us and
developed by us.
The Power of Open Source. Interact HRMS is developed leveraging the best in the world of Open
Source:PhP, MySQL and Apache, these were chosen because of their built-in simplicity. They are
simple to install, simple to maintain and simple to work with. Just like Interact HRMS they are fairly
recent technology tools which carry the benefit of having applied lessons learned from the past
already. Our choice of solutions like MySQL has been validated by the fact that the world's biggest
web applications today (YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, Wikipedia, Twitter, etc.) all rely on MySQL to
power their highly scalable and secure environment. On the other hand the same MySQL database
can be installed on a small laptop and process your payroll! Open Source solutions like these also
have the advantage that they do not tie you to any particular operating system or hardware. Note that
this does mean our solutions are also open source, they are not. Interact HRMS is provided under a
standard commercial license and the source code is not published.
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Mobile Apps

Interact HRMS Employee Self Service applications can also be accessed through Smart Phones on
iOS or Android devices. These applications support the same functionality as available in Interact
HRMS Employee and Manager Self Service which means that Employees & Managers can perform
various functions online:
- Request and Approve Leave
- Perform Performance Management Tasks
- Request Training Registration
- Clock In or Clock Out for Project/Client/Activity
- View Payslips
- View and Approve Timesheets
- Submit Ideas & Suggestions
- Submit Progress Reports
- Confirm Acceptance of an Event Invitation
- Read Company News Announcements
- Confirm Attendance to a Meeting
- View or Update a CV/Resume
- Update or Create a new To Do List...
Note that in order to use the functionality of the Employee Self Service, the underlying Interact HRMS
module must be deployed also. For example, in order to use Leave Requests online, the Interact
HRMS Leave Request module should be deployed with all the rules and policies which will govern the
handling of these Leave Requests.
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Intuitive Web Based Interface

Figure 1: Welcome & Login Screen
The Welcome & Login screen is the single point of entry where all users, both internal and external,
will login to access the application. This applies to employees, managers, applicants, department
heads, HR staff, external recruiters, clients, and anyone else to get access to their self service needs
or the functions and features they need to perform their job duties.

Figure 2: Employer Desktop
This Employer Desktop shows the full view of what HR Administrators or other users processing
transactions in HR can access all from one single page. The screen is divided in multiple areas where
on the left you can save your favorites (giving you one-click access to any favorite function in the
system), you can also see immediately any pending activities requiring action through workflow and
you can view KPIs both in table and graphical format. In addition, the user can access all 85 modules
and all forms and reports from this screen by simple entering the relevant keyword in the menu search
which will bring them directly to the required screen. The intuitive interface ensures there's no need for
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scrolling through lengthy lists of menus and the user will quickly become familiar with this browser
based interface which is 100% consistent across all the applications of Interact HRMS.

Figure 3: Employee Self Service
Employee Self Service is designed in the same intuitive manner as all Interact HRMS modules, it is the
area where employees will access all functions that are relevant for them, inquiry about information,
request services from HR, perform their duties in case they have to approve/review something,
communicate with other employees or departments and ensure they are aware of new policies,
events, news, announcements and assignments which have been given to them.

Figure 4: Payroll & Automatic Timesheet
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Interact's powerful Compensation and Payroll modules include a very strong Automatic Timesheet
which enables the user to auto-calculate hours for those employees who do not have separate
timesheets posted.

Interact HRMS Application Functionality Overview
Recruiting, Hiring and Onboarding
1. Contracting & Hiring
For organizations which provide employment contracts/agreements with some or all of their
employees, Contract Management enables these organizations to easily create Contracts using userdefined templates. For those organizations which only issue Employment/Job Offers, the application
will allow them to hire quickly and auto-generate the job-offer. Contract and Hiring management
allows the Company to define unlimited Types and Templates of Employment Offers and Employment
Contracts/Agreements with specific attributes like default contract period, and associated Jobs or
Employee Groups. Contracts can be tracked, alerts can be received for expiry of contracts and
amendments will be tracked for any changes to the Contract. Employees can be hired using Quick
Hire or through a sophisticated New Employment Contract process where all attributes of the new
Employment relationship will be defined including Assignment date, Hire Date, Work Start Date, Job
Title, Employee Group, Organization Unit, Compensation Elements, Probationary Period, Work
Calendar, Normal Shift, and much more. Using the Inheritance Framework, when a user selects the
Employee Group and Organization Unit in which a new Employee will be hired, the application will
check the setup and configuration to provide a limited list of Job Titles, Contract Types, Shifts, etc.
which are applicable to the combination of Employee Group and Organization Unit that was selected.
Once the Employee has been entered with the correct Basic Salary (which could have been inherited
from the Grade/Step that is associated with the Job Title if that were applicable in the organization),
then the system will automatically assign all relevant compensation policies including Earnings,
Deductions, Expenses, Commissions, Bonuses, Benefits and Taxes which are associated with the
Employee Group and Organization Unit. In addition, the Employee will inherit the relevant Leave
Policies.
Once the Employee has been entered with the correct Basic Salary (which could have been inherited
from the Grade/Step that is associated with the Job Title if that were applicable in the organization),
then the system will automatically assign all relevant associated compensation policies including
Earnings, Deductions, Expenses, Commissions, Bonuses, Benefits and Taxes which are associated
with the Employee Group and Organization Unit. In addition, the Employee will inherit the relevant
Leave Policies.
If the organization is using another core HR solution then this module can be used to quickly hire
people only and this can even be done through an import of employee data from an Excel sheet.

HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION
2. Organization Management
Organization Management is a very powerful application that allows the user to define the structure of
their organization in multiple user-defined ways. Interact HRMS is an enterprise system which supports
any number of employers (which can be deployed in one single database or with a separate database
for each employer. Within each employer, a powerful organization structure can be defined and an
organization chart will be produced as a result of the data loaded whereby each Organization Unit is
shown in relation to other Organization Units in the organization. The application allows the user to
define an unlimited number of Organization Units, an unlimited number of reporting relationships, and
an unlimited number of reporting levels. Organization Units can be classified in Groups, Work Unit
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Types, Work Units or other types of Classifications including as company, branch, division, department,
section, project, activity or as any another type of classification.
The organization structure is important for reporting purposes so that reports can be run per unit or per
group of units, it is also important for costing purposes where the application is used for payroll also and
payroll cost needs to be distributed by cost center, project or activity. In addition, the organization
structure is used as a foundation module to ensure reporting lines are clear and all workflow approval
processes function as per the defined reporting lines. Most reports in Interact HRMS allow the user to
filter by Organization Unit.
Reporting among organization units can be defined based on an administrative, a functional and a
technical reporting line, or a user defined type of reporting line. Each reporting relationship will have a
start and end date and can have a manager with a scope of authority defined with it.
Organization units can be controlled by a position budget or open for hiring based on standard requisition
and approval processes. Each unit also has Self Service capabilities described further under
Organization Unit Self Service.
Each organization unit will also have performance goals and strategic goals associated with it which can
then be used for performance management and KPI management.

3. Unified Employee Electronic Record

The Unified Employee Electronic Record brings together all details from the entire HR system which
relate to a specific employee. No longer will an HR officer have to go back to papers and
spreadsheets once the data has been properly captured in the Interact HRMS. The UEER provides
you with an easy-to-use multi-tab form that includes details on General Demographic, Education,
Skills, Experience, Job Details, Leave, Competency Evaluations, Performance Reviews, Career Plans,
Training Records, Succession Plans. In addition, a second level of data is available at the user’s
fingertips, to pull up the complete History (all Transfers, Promotions, Compensation Changes,
Deductions, and Contract Amendments), in addition, at this level you can find with a click-of-themouse the Employee’s Work Schedule and Holiday Schedule, the Timesheet and Attendance Sheet,
the Payroll Details and Payroll Audit report related to this particular employee, Emergency Contact
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Details, Address Information, Passport Details (Visa, Passport, Dependents), as well as a generic list
of other items under the Miscellaneous header which can be tracked based on the business in which
the application is used including Certifications, Military Service Records, Security Credentials, Patents,
Publications, Speaking Events, Associations, Languages, Medical Records and any other Supporting
Material which needs to be attached to the Employee Electronic Record.

SELF SERVICE

4. Employee & Manager Self-Service
Employee Self-Service is the core of Interact HRMS and the main reason for improving efficiency for
all users and the HR department in particular. Employee Self Service (ESS) allows Employees to
process Requests for Leave, Training, Loan, Letters, and much more. Employees can also Inquire
about their Salary, Vacation/Leave balance, Benefits. They can enroll in Benefit Plans, fill in Electronic
Forms, print Pay Slips, and update their own Employee Profile. Employees can also play roles in
other HR Activities, like Performance Management, Recruitment and more. Employees and Managers
can view various Timesheets, see their Attendance Records and request Overtime in case PreApproval is required. Employees can edit their Timesheet in case there were missing or incorrect
transactions, and all edits will be highlighted and shown on the record for the authorized users to
approve if required. In the Self Service employees can also Clock In and Out online using the
Software Clock.
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5. Organization Unit Self-Service
Organization unit HR self-service over the internet, enables each Organization Unit to conduct its HR
related work electronically including position budgeting, issuing recruitment requisitions, review of
employment offers, employment contracts' review, timesheet review and approval, employee
performance review, disciplinary actions, health & safety, scheduling of resources, leave management,
probationary period plans, employee housing and even payroll and organization unit based requests of
HR actions. The application streamlines HR services to the organization units and eliminates the paper
based HR forms in support of HR services and actions.
General Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization unit based self-service MyPage upon creation of the organization unit
Position Budget Worksheet submission
Recruitment Requisition Issue and Tracking
Applicants Search
Applicant to Requisition Automatch Notification
Schedule Applicant Interview
Applicant Interview Recommendation
Employee Performance Review Request
Employee Performance Reviewer Assignment
Employee Appraisal Recommendations
Employee Timesheet Review and Approval
Visa Request Review and Approval
Employee Leave Request Review and Approval
View employee record
View employee HR Actions
View employee performance review history
Schedule employee training
Track employee career plan implementation progress
Edit Organization Unit Policies and Procedures
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•

Publish Organization Unit Policies and Procedures

TALENT MANAGEMENT

6. Job Classification
A comprehensive job classification system that supports both grade and point classification systems
combined with an extensive set of attributes that cover basic and general job information definition,
Salary & Grade Information for budgeting purposes, Education Requirements, Skills Requirements,
Certification Requirements, Experience Requirements, Interview Questions associated with the
particular job, Training Courses associated with the Job, Hay-method Job-Evaluation and
Competencies required to do the Job. The byproduct of the definition of jobs through the job
classification system is a Job Catalogue that uniquely defines all jobs used by the organization. Once
the job catalogue is defined all job information and associated controls and rules are inherited by all
Interact HRMS applications. A detailed Job Description can be defined for every Job, and Jobs can
be grouped by Job Group, Job Class, Job Category, Industry, Occupation or Workers’ Compensation
Classification.

General Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Job Definition including Job Title, Multiple Category definition, Industry, Specialty, Grade
and Step Classification, minimum and maximum salary
Education Requirements with multiple education requirements
Skills Requirements supporting the definition of multiple skills
Experience requirements
Job Description which can be uploaded or typed directly
Identifying whether the Job requires orientation, training, or specific certification
Definition of both primary and secondary responsibilities
Identifying whether the job is a management or supervisory job
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job catalogue definition at the enterprise level and automatic inheritance by Employer
Separate Job Catalogue/Classification for each employer
Once the Job Catalogue/Classification is defined, it is inherited by all Interact HRMS applications
No limit on the number of jobs in the catalogue
Multilingual Job Catalogue
When a Job is shown in the form such as Contract it is selected using a viewer or a granular search
Job Classification Review linked with the Workflow where all reviews and approvals of the
classification are handled through the workflow.
Activation/Inactivation of a Job so that if the Job is no longer in use, it can be inactivated, and later
activated if required.

7. Competency Management
A multi-tier-based competency management system that enables the organization to define the
desired competencies model that is used to define competencies using up to 9 tiers, from general
competencies to specific occupation and job competencies. Once defined the Competencies are used
to conduct Job Competencies Analysis to identify the competencies required for each job. The
competency profile of the Job will contain the Competency, the Proficiency Level, the Importance
Scale, the Urgency Scale and the Value Scale of each Competency. This way the organization can
distinguish between urgent and less urgent competencies in a job profile as well as understand which
competencies are most valuable and most important to the organization.
Employees can be evaluated on their Competencies and then a Gap Analysis will be available
showing which Competencies are missing or which ones are not at the required proficiency level. The
database of Competency Evaluations can then be queried by the user to do Best Fit searches and
Match Job searches which will allow the user to search the entire organization's employee database
and associated competency data to find those employees who have been confirmed to possess the
correct competencies based on a profile created by the user (Best Fit) or based on a predefined Job
Profile (Match Job).
Employees who are identified through the Best Fit or Match Job analysis can then be shortlisted and
saved onto the Competency Workbench. This Competency Workbench allows the user to work with
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the shortlisted and High Potential employees and create a career plan, conduct further evaluation,
create a succession plan or training plan in order for the employee to further develop certain specific
competencies.
Through the integration with the Training Management module, the application will suggest which
training is appropriate to help an employee further develop a particular competency which the
employee is deemed to be lacking in as a result of the employee competency evaluation.
The competencies management is seamlessly integrated with job classification, career planning,
training management, performance appraisal, and succession planning.

8. Training Management
iTrain is a comprehensive training management system that is totally integrated with other related
products such as iPerformance, iContract, iCareer, iSuccession, iCompetency. The basis for the iTrain
model is that an employee is trained to develop certain lacking skills or knowledge which are required
to conduct a specific job, either already assigned to the employee or to be assigned to him/her in the
future. The training business process workflow that is supported by iTrain is based on the Gap
Analysis Model, whereby an employee is assigned or to be assigned to a job, the job requires specific
skills and knowledge proficiency level. The employee is assessed to determine his/her skills and
knowledge proficiency level as they pertain to the job. The employee skills and knowledge level are
compared to the job requirements, and then the Gap is determined. Once the Gap is determined, then
we know what training courses that the employee needs to take in order to meet the job's skills and
knowledge requirements. Once the training courses required by the employee are defined, then we
develop the Training Plan for the employee in view of his time availability. The training courses are
then scheduled, and the employee registers in the training, after which a post training assessment of
the employee is conducted, and a Gap is derived again, and the training plan is updated. Training
plans can be initiated by the employee and reviewed/approved by the supervisor. Training courses
can be requested online through self-service and the application will track detailed training history of all
employees.
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9. Training Evaluation
The training evaluation module is designed to allow the user to define its own set of sections, question
subjects within each section and any number of questions within these question subjects. This
framework is entirel configurable and all content can be setup as per the user's need. These sections,
question subjects and questions will be used to evaluate the training, the trainer, the training institute,
the trainee and any other issue to be evaluated. Users can provide their feedback through self-service
and can do so either using open text feedback, multiple-choice / radio buttons or by scoring the
questions.
Questions can have their own importance level and a separate approval workflow is available to have
supervisors, managers and trainers approve the evaluation as required based on the choice of
workflow. Any number of user defined default Training Evaluation Actions can be setup which can be
chosen by the user as a result of the evaluation, for example, users can choose to recommend
"Repeat Training with Same Instructor" or "Repeat Training with Different Instructor" etc.
Powerful reporting is available to ensure that all feedback is properly captured, reported on and can be
used for decision making about future training engagements and planning.
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10. Performance Management
A 360-degree based performance evaluation system with user defined performance
appraisal/evaluation dimensions and associated elements/factors. The Performance Appraisal system
is goal based, where the first dimension in the appraisal process is the employee performance plan for
the year, where the specific goals are defined which need to be achieved by the employee. The goals
are aligned with the organization annual plan, and the employee is assessed on the achievements
against the goals as defined in his/her performance plan. Additional performance appraisals
dimensions and associated factors such as competencies, Hay factors, and/or internal factors can be
defined as well. Based on the employee performance plan/goals, and additional dimensions and
factors, the system automatically generates performance evaluation forms with multiple evaluation
dimensions and elements and factors where each evaluation block/section with associated factors can
be assigned to a different employee/supervisor for assessment and recommendations.
Multiple evaluators can be assigned per evaluation, unlimited number of evaluations per employee,
predefined evaluation activities through the workflow with auto-notification. Performance Management
is integrated with Career Planning and Training Management. Specific actions can be conducted as a
result of the performance appraisal such as training and development, career planning, new job
assignment, on the job training, coaching, salary increase, grade change, demotion, promotion, etc.
The performance appraisal system is seamlessly integrated with other Interact applications including
career planning, training and development, competencies management, succession planning, and
compensation management.
Interact HRMS’s Performance Management model is designed in a generic way to allow users to
create their own framework within the application so that the system can support the existing methods
being used within the organization and capture all the required information to develop the proper
model that applies to the different Employee Groups, Organization Units, Job Classes and Job
Categories within the company.
In the Performance Model Setup, the user gets to define the specific framework and model which will
be used to drive Performance Reviews in the organization. This includes whether a Performance Plan
is required (Planned or Unplanned), which Dimensions will be used in a typical Performance Review
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(Goals, Competencies, Career Factors, Hay Factors, Internal or other User Defined elements) and
much more. It also allows the User to setup a link between Organization Unit Strategic and
Performance Goals or other Goals related to a specific Fiscal Period.
The Appraisal Cycle can be standard (Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly) or user-defined. It may be linked to
specific projects only in which case Appraisals may take place throughout the year, as and when
Projects are completed or specific Milestones are Reached.
Through the use of Self-Service, Performance Plans can be prepared and appraised by the Employee,
by the Supervisor, or by the Manager as a standard requirement. However, anyone else in the
organization can be assigned the responsibility to perform a specific task within the overall
Performance review cycle and as such have the ability to either design or approve a Performance Plan
or Appraise an already Approved Performance Plan and subsequently Approve the Appraised
Performance Plan.
The generic design of Interact HRMS allows you to define a specific Measurement Standard which will
then cascade throughout the application and apply to all Performance Paramaters which are defined.
However, the User has the ability to make any changes required to support a different Measurement
Standard at the individual Parameter level at any time.
In addition to a standard Performance Plan, Interact HRMS also supports the definition, tracking and
appraisal of Engagement Plans. Engagement Plans are Plans designed around specific Projects or
Clients. Employees working in consulting industris or project management industries typically get
specific assignments that are linked to a particular client or project which should be reviewed
separately from the standard Performance of the Employee on regular work within the Organization.
Specific Performance Goals are grouped within Performance Goals Groups. These Groups allow for
the creation of a clear model and framework which can then be applied to large numbers of
Employees throughout the Organization, depending on the specific model in use.
When defining a Performance Goal Group, the User can select the Sequence in which this particular
Group will appear in the Performance Plan, accept or change the Overall Score and Rating standards
and assign a specific Weight within the Same Dimension of the Group.
Using the Interact HRMS Performance Model framework, the User can define specific Performance
Goals which will automatically be listed in the Performance Plan of a specific Employee, depending on
the Dimension and Goal Group to which the Goal is assigned and depending on the Job Group, Job
Class and Job to which the Employee belongs. This method enables organizations with large
numbers of employees to leverage the system to quickly create and design Performance Plans which
are done based on the general rules and policies within the organization.
When creating a Performance Plan, the main Goals, which have been pre-defined by the user as part
of the Performance Plan setup, are showing under the relevant Goal Group and are color-coded to
enable users to quickly distinguish them based on their own internal setup. At this stage, Employees,
Supervisors and Managers, can collaborate and edit the Performance Plan by adding New Goals,
modifying existing Goals and/or selecting additional Goals from a pre-defined list of Sample Goals.
When modifying the existing Goals, users can enter the Benchmark (Expected Achievement), the
Expected Achievement Date and the Key Activities which need to be performed in order to achieve the
Goal.
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69. Career Planning
Interact HRMS Career Planning is designed to support Career Planning over a 6 year period. For this
period the user can define an employee's individual goals, objectives and activities. Each goal can
have an unlimited number of objectives and each objective can have an unlimited number of activities.
The goals, objectives and activities can be presented on a Gantt chart and will be setup with a planned
start and planned end date. The completion of each activity, objective and goal can be tracked with
detailed comments and completion percentage. Career Plans can be set up for different purposes,
including to build competencies, achieve certification, prepare an employee for succession, prepare an
employee for a new job, develop skills/knowledge, or any other purpose. Career Planning is linked
with all other modules in Interact HRMS which relate to Talent Management so that training courses,
competencies, goals etc can all be linked up as required.
Employees will be assessed based on their achievement against their Career Plan and will have input
and feedback through the Self Service portal on the progress against their Plan.
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70. Succession Planning
Interact HRMS Succession Planning tracks and marks those critical jobs/positions which require
succession due to retirement, termination, or other termination actions, and devises effective action for
identifying internal employees or external applicants who can be prepared for succession. For internal
employees, career plans can be setup to prepare the employees for assignment to the positions/jobs
that are upcoming for succession. Succession Planning allows the user to shortlist any number of
potential successors for a position/job and is driven by a workflow which starts with a Succession
Request issued by a manager, employee or HR user. Once the Succession Request is approved, a
Succession Plan is created which then leads to next steps for the shortlisted potential successors,
including further competency evaluation, career planning, performance appraisal, and training and
development.

71. Progress Reporting
In addition to the regular performance review process which falls under performance planning,
employees and supervisors can also follow a progress reporting process whereby employees provide
regular updates throughout the year. The progress reporting is done within a framework which allows
the user to define a list of Progress Activity Types, Piecework Units and Piecework Units of Measure.
Within this framework, employees can report progress on any activity, and indicate what has been
achieved for each Piecework Unit type based on its Unit of Measure.
Employees can report daily, weekly, monthly or any time they feel it is useful to do so against a
specific action plan and these reports can be linked with specific clients, projects or organization units.
The entire framework is flexible whereby e.g. salespeople can report on sales, consultants can report
on projects and billable hours, and hourly employees on the shopfloor can report on items produced or
piecework completed.
Progress reports are available for the supervisor to see and for anyone else who should be authorized
to have access.
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SYSTEM MODULES
72. System Manager
The System Manager defines Granular Access Control and Security Settings, MultiCurrency, and
Enterprise Level settings which apply to all Employers defined. It manages master-tables which are
shared by all companies in the system, and provides a powerful application based Backup and
Restore process.

73. Web Services
Web Services are used to integrate Interact HRMS to Third-Party HR-related applications, like
JobBoards, Recruiting Systems, Benefit Carriers, or other external applications which deal with Payroll
or HR. Interact HRMS Web Services are HR-XML compliant allowing for out-of-the-box integration
with any other application which is HR-XML compliant.

74. Alerts Management
Alerts are used to alert users of specific conditions that have occurred. Alerts are user-defined and
can be setup to be sent by email, SMS, and on the MyPage of the Employee, the clause that will
trigger the Alert can include every data-element in the database.

75. Workflow Management
Basic Workflow is included in the standard functionality of many modules, but advanced Workflow can
be defined using the Workflow module, for example, if you need additional approval levels or steps for
a specific HR Action, then this can be defined using the Workflow module and you will be able to
define not only which users will be involved in the HR Action but also what rules/criteria they should
consider when approving/rejecting a specific HR Action.

76. Active Directory Management
If you want to integrate Interact HRMS with your Active Directory or other LDAP compliant Single-SignOn solutions, this can be achieved using Active Directory LDAP Integration which ensures that new
employees hired in Interact HRMS will automatically have a new user ID created in Active Directory or
vice-versa.

77. Email Management
Interact HRMS offers its own Email client for managing Emails with external users (Applicants, Clients,
etc.) which you want to keep filed separately from all other Emails. All parties can communicate
securely through the Email messaging system this way.

78. Chat Channel Management
Chat Channels can be a powerful way of communicating with Employees and used as Bulletin Boards
for specific announcements. Any number of Channels can be created and these can be used not only
for HR or Payroll purposes but also by other departments. All communication through Chat Channels
can be archived for future reference. Chat Channels can be accessed through Employee Self Service
at any time.

79. Helpdesk Management
Comprehensive Ticket Based Helpdesk/Support Desk management system which can be used by HR
and Payroll departments to assist Employees with questions regarding any HR/Payroll function.
Employees can submit their Helpdesk Requests through Self Service, which will automatically
generate a Support Ticket. Support Tickets can then be assigned to specific Employees who will be
responsible for resolving the Ticket and once resolved the Ticket will be closed and KPIs will be
updated to the Service Levels achieved by HR/Payroll departments. Helpdesk Support Tickets can be
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prioritized as per their importance and Employee can be automatically notified by email when an issue
is resolved.

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
81. KPI Dashboard
The KPI Dashboard comes with 100 Key Performance Indicators specific to HRMS. KPIs are visible to
Managers, Organization Unit Heads, Administrators and any other individual who should be aware of
Performance and Quality in the Organization. KPIs are generated live from the database and refresh
every time they are opened. The list of KPIs included in both the KPI Dashboard as well as the KPI
Summary is shown below. Note that additional KPIs can easily be added.
Productivity KPIs
1. Labor Cost Vs Revenues
2. Revenues Generated by FTE
3. Unit Production per FTE
4. Labor Utilization Rate
5. Quality Reject Rate / Employee Errors
6. Customer Complaints
7. Project / Deliverables Delays
8. Employee / Deliverable Delays Ratio
9. Pending Payments Due to Delays per FTE
Jobs / Positions KPIs
10. Jobs Utilization
11. Job Cost Distribution
12. Succession
13. Career Planning
14. Turnover
Recruitment KPIs
15. Position Budget
16. Vacant Positions
17. Open Requisitions
18. Recruitment Time
19. Recruitment Cost
20. Relocation Cost
21. Applicants/Applications
22. Retention % New Hire vs LOS
23. New Hire vs 1st Performance Appraisal
Human Capital KPIs
24. Distribution
25. Distribution by Project
26. New Hire
27. Inductions/Probations
28. Terminations
29. Transfers
30. Promotions
31. Turnovers
32. Exits – Organization Wise
33. Voluntary Exits
34. Non Voluntary Exits
35. Division Wise Exits
36. Experience Wise Exits
37. Head Count
38. Organization Wise Count
39. Experience Wise Count
40. Gender Wise Count
41. Workforce Turnover Report
42. Workforce Headcount Report
43. Organization Wise Exit Interview Count
Budget / Remuneration KPIs
44. Budget / Cost by Organization Unit

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Budget / Cost by Project
Budget / Cost by Compensation Type
Total Cost by Pay Period
Variances
Provisions & Accruals

Leave KPIs
50. Scheduled Leaves
51. Unscheduled Leaves
52. Leave Distribution
53. Leave Cost
54. Sick Leave
55. Lost Time Distribution
56. Accrued Leaves
57. Carryover Leaves
58. Workforce Absenteeism Reasons
Time KPIs
59. Regular Time, Overtime & On Call
60. Absent Time Distribution
61. Lost Time
62. Time Comparison by Pay Period
63. Labor Distribution
64. Workforce Utilization Report
Training KPIs
65. Planned Training
66. Training Cost
67. Training Hours per Employee
68. Training Course Satisfaction
69. Training Course Attendance
70. Training Outcome Assessment
71. Internal Vs External Training
72. Learning Centers
Incident/Injuries KPIs
73. Employee Reported Incidents
74. Injuries
75. Lost Time Due to Injuries
76. Cost of Injuries

KPI Summary
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Total Employee Count
Year To Date New Hires
Year to Date Transfers
Employees on Leave Next Month
Year to Date Promotions
Year to Date Total Lost Hours
Total Organization Units
Total Activity Line Staff
Total Active Employees
Year to Date Voluntary Terminations
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87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Year to Date Applicants
Turnover Rate
Employees with Performance Plan
Year to Date Total Productive Hours
Employees with Health Plan
Total Active Supervisors
Total Inactive Employees

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Year to Date Involuntary Terminations
Employees on Leave
Year to Date Incidents
Employees with No Performance Plan
Year to Date Absent Hours
Employees with No Health Plan
Total Active Managers

82. Reports Management
Interact HRMS provides business intelligence to its users in 2 ways: reports and KPIs.
The list of reports included in this document is non-exhaustive as reports are added on a weekly basis
based on client requests. 2Interact’s policy is to include all standard and custom-built reports in every
new release so that all clients have access to the same reports and these are guaranteed to work with
the new release.
Each report is designed with many parameters and filters which can therefore provide the user with
dozens of versions of the same report. These parameters and filters are context specific so that for
example reports related to Payroll will always include filters by employee group, organization unit, pay
period, year, and often currency, whereas reports related to talent management will include filters for
employee group, organization unit, job group, job category, job class and more.
All reports in Interact HRMS can be exported to Excel, PDF, Word and CSV or XML.
Reports are available at primarily 2 levels within the application: the Employer Level and the
Organization Unit Level. This reflects the powerful architecture and design of the application which
ensures that data can be managed at all levels of an organization no matter how complex or simple
the organization structure.
Report access can be configured for an individual user to include a specific set of employee groups or
organization units only and is designed so that a user running a report logged in under a specific
employer or organization unit will only be able to view data relevant for that employer or organization
unit (or those units which report into this organization unit). The list of reports below is organized in the
same manner whereby we first list the Employer Level reports and then the Organization Unit level
reports.
Employer Level Reports
Organization Level Reports
KPIs on KPI Dashboard
KPI Summary

(557 reports)
(74 reports)
(76 KPIs)
(24 KPIs)

83. Ad-Hoc Report Writing
Using JasperSoft iReport, or other Report Writers capable of connecting to a MySQL database, users
can design their own reports as they please and produce any graphical output required. All database
tables and fields in Interact HRMS have long descriptions which allow users to easily understand the
meaning of each of them.
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Implementation Guiding Principles
The Interact HRMS implementation and associated methodologies are guided by the "Less is More"
philosophy and its four principles as shown in Figure-1:

Ease
Simplicity

Less is More

80/20 Rule
Focus
Figure 1: “Less is More” Key Principles
The "Less is More" Philosophy calls for making things simple and this applies to all facets of the
project execution including planning, management, organization, documentation, communication, and
other tools. The tools used in the implementation of the software need to be simple, flexible, and
adaptable.
In support of the said "Less is More" philosophy, four guiding principles are used in the Interact
Implementation Methodology:
Ease – The methodology and tools used in the implementation must be easy to learn, follow, and use.
Simplicity – In order for the implementation methodology to be easy to use, it must be kept simple.
80/20 Rule – The 80/20 rule calls for focusing on the 80% of the features that are supported by the
application, and leaving the 20% requirements which are less important to be addressed at a later
stage. In other words, do not let the 20% that are not there become the focus.
Focus – Focus is very important in managing the implementation of a large enterprise software such
as Interact HRMS, thus once the plan is devised, we need to focus on achieving the milestones
defines within the plan. We should not deviate from the implementation milestones, unless for good
reason that adds value to the implementation timetable and the outcome of the implementation.

Implementation Methodology
As previously stated, the Interact Implementation Methodology is guided by the "Less is More"
philosophy and the ease of use guiding principle. The methodology consists of five components as
shown in Figure 2.
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• Go Live (Phases)
• Post-Production Support

• Kickoff Meeting
• Project Stakeholders and Responsibilities
• Preliminary Project Plan
• Prerequisites
• Change Control
• Prepare Production Plan
• Prepare Production Environment
• Install Software
• Deploy Setup from Implementation
• Final Data Migration
• Production Support Procedures
• Review and Acceptance

De
liv
e
De
fin
e

an
Pl

r
• Foundation
• Policies, Procedures, and Processes
• Data Conversion and Migration
• Review and Update Plan
• Review and Acceptance

Deploy

Va
lid
ate

t
en
em
l
p
Im

• User Training
• Process/Transaction Cases
• Validate Processes
• Review and Acceptance

• Implementation Environment
• Software Installation
• Foundation Setup
• Policies Setup
• Workflow Setup
• Review and Acceptance

Figure 2: Interact Implementation Methodology Framework
Planning – The planning component is used to plan the project and consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Kickoff Meeting
Project Stakeholders and Responsibilities
Preliminary Project Plan
Prerequisites
Change Control

Definition – This component of the methodology is used to define and collect the data required for the
implementation of the HRMS applications and consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Foundation Definition
Policies, Procedures, and Processes Definition
Data Conversion and Migration
Review and Update Plan
Review and Acceptance

Implementation – This component consists of the setup of the software and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare Implementation Environment
Software Installation
Foundation Setup
Policies Setup
Workflow Setup
Review and Acceptance

Validation – This component consists of the validation of the HRMS transaction and processes
against the setup of the foundation and policies and consists of the following:
•
•
•
•

User Training
Process/Transaction Cases
Validate Processes
Review and Acceptance

Deployment – This component of the methodology consists of planning and preparing the software for
go live and includes:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare Production Plan
Prepare Production Environment
Install Software
Deploy Setup from Implementation
Final Data Migration
Production Support Procedures
Review and Acceptance

Delivery – This component consists of the go live of the software applications and the production
support and includes:
•
•

Go Live
Post-Production Support

Note that each component of the methodology translates into a phase in the implementation of a set of
related Interact HRMS applications. Thus the phases of the implementation of each set of related
Interact HRMS Applications include:
Phase-1: Planning
Phase-2: Definition
Phase-3: Implementation
Phase-4: Validation
Phase-5: Deployment
Phase-6: Delivery
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